The majority of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients have a poor response to conventional chemotherapy. The survival of chemoresistant cells is thought to depend on leukemia-bone marrow (BM) microenvironment interactions, which are not well understood. The CXCL12/CXCR4 axis has been proposed to support AML growth but was not studied at the single AML cell level. We recently showed that T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) cells are highly motile in the BM; however, the characteristics of AML cell migration within the BM remain undefined. Here, we characterize the in vivo migratory behavior of AML cells and their response to chemotherapy and CXCR4 antagonism, using high-resolution 2-photon and confocal intravital microscopy of mouse calvarium BM and the well-established MLL-AF9-driven AML mouse model. We used the Notch1-driven T-ALL model as a benchmark comparison and AMD3100 for CXCR4 antagonism experiments. We show that AML cells are migratory, and in contrast with T-ALL, chemoresistant AML cells become less motile. Moreover, and in contrast with T-ALL, the in vivo exploratory behavior of expanding and chemoresistant AML cells is unaffected by AMD3100. These results expand our understanding of AML cells-BM microenvironment interactions, highlighting unique traits of leukemia of different lineages.
INTRODUCTION
Acute myeloid leukemias (AML) are aggressive myeloid lineage leukemias with a poor prognosis. This is due to poor responses to current chemotherapy regimens. 1 Therefore, there is a pressing need to understand how drug resistance develops in AML so novel therapeutic interventions can be investigated. A well-established hypothesis is that leukemic cells depend on protective bone marrow (BM) niches to expand and survive. 2 Of particular interest are protective niches that may facilitate the survival of minimal residual disease during chemotherapy, the leading cause of leukemia relapse. 2 However, there is still little information on the dynamics of AML cells themselves in vivo that support this hypothesis. We, and others, have reported AML to be associated with endosteal niches [2] [3] [4] , but the dynamics of AML interactions with the BM microenvironment and whether this process is linked to AML chemoresistance and minimal residual disease remains unanswered. Using intravital microscopy, we recently showed that Notch1-driven T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) cells (and particularly, chemoresistant clones) are highly motile with behavior that is seemingly independent from specific microenvironments. 5 The role of cell motility and how this is directed by leukemia-microenvironment interactions in AML pathogenesis has not yet been investigated. 6 CXCL12 is abundantly secreted in the marrow stroma and binds to the receptor CXCR4. CXCL12 is fundamental for the retention of CXCR4-expressing cells in the BM. We previously showed that up-regulation of CXCR4 is associated with increased engraftment and motility of hematopoietic stem cells within the BM microenvironment.
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CXCR4
inhibition prolongs the survival of T-ALL burdened mice, 8 and promotes mobilization and apoptosis of AML cells.
9-11 CXCR4 antagonists in combination with chemotherapy have been tested in phase 1/2 clinical trials in relapsed and refractory AML (reviewed in Cho et al. 12 and Peled et al. 13 ). These studies suggest that inhibiting CXCR4 might form an important arm of future therapeutic approaches for blood cancer of specific lineages. However, whether CXCR4 inhibition solely mediates AML cells intravasation and mobilization from BM, or BM microenvironment interactions on a wider scale is not known.
To address the questions outlined above, we used intravital microscopy of calvarium BM to study the biology of AML in the BM using the well-established preclinical model of MLL-AF9-driven AML. 14 We characterized (1) migration of AML cells in vivo prior to and following chemotherapy, (2) expression of CXCR4 of early infiltrating and chemoresistant cells, and (3) the role of CXCR4 inhibition on the biology of AML within the BM. (Figure 1a) . We treated mice with chemotherapy regimens adequate for either AML (cytarabine plus an anthracycline) or T-ALL (dexamethasone/vincristine/L-asparaginase -DVA). Similar to T-ALL, 5 single AML cells were highly dynamic at early disease stages (Figure 1b 
RESULTS
Heterogeneous
AML in vivo cell migration is CXCR4-independent
We, 6 and others, 2 have hypothesized that interactions with ligands widely expressed throughout the BM stroma could drive leukemia migration. To investigate this, we measured the expression of CXCR4 on leukemia cells at varying stages of disease. AML blasts expressed higher levels of CXCR4 compared to their healthy myeloid counterparts, similarly to T-ALL cells relative to healthy lymphoid cells (Figure 2a) . Interestingly, the proportion of CXCR4 + AML cells increased following chemotherapy (Figure 2b ) while it became more variable and overall not significantly different for T-ALL cells (Figure 2c ). This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that AML cells survive in CXCL12-rich BM niches, 2 while chemoresistant T-ALL cells localize stochastically. 5 To understand the importance of the CXCL-12/CXCR4 axis, we monitored the short-term effect of CXCR4 inhibition by performing timelapse intravital microscopy of the same BM areas before and after administering AMD3100 (plerixafor, 4 mg kg À1 , I.V.; Figure 2d ). AMD3100 is a clinically approved CXCR4 antagonist with a median half-life of 3.6 h 15 used to mobilize hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells for transplantation. The efficacy of AMD3100 was confirmed by detecting rapid mobilization of both AML and T-ALL cells from the BM (Figure 2e, Supplementary videos 3, 4) , a known effect of CXCR4 antagonism. 8, 10 Interestingly, a significant number of leukemia cells remained within the BM parenchyma. Therefore, we investigated the effect of CXCR4 antagonism on the migration of the remaining nonmobilized, parenchymal AML cells (Figure 3a) . Strikingly, the speed of AML cells was not affected by AMD3100, regardless of the disease state (Figure 3a , Supplementary figure 1 and video 1) . In contrast, AMD3100 decreased the migration of T-ALL at both seeding and postchemotherapy disease stages (Figure 3b , Supplementary figures 1, 2 and video 2). The lack of response of AML cells was counterintuitive. To investigate whether CXCR4 inhibition could affect traits of AML migration other than speed, we performed refined analysis of local displacement (Supplementary figure 2) and ability to explore the surrounding BM space ("distinct sites visited" in Supplementary figure 3) . These parameters remained unchanged following AMD3100 administration indicating AML cells continued exploring the BM microenvironment highlighting CXCR4 inhibition only affects mobilization of AML cells. 
CXCR4 does not regulate the in vivo exploratory behavior of AML cells
To test the significance of the CXCL12-CXCR4 axis for parenchymal AML cells within the context of leukemia cellniche interactions, we characterized the space explored before and after AMD3100 administration by analyzing the timeaveraged mean-squared displacement of leukemia cell tracks, which indicates how far particle movement deviates from Brownian motion toward ballistic motion (Figure 3c ). 16 These two types of motion can be interpreted as indicators of an explorative/foraging (Brownian), versus environmentagnostic (ballistic) behavior. Parenchymal AML cells maintained a random-like diffusive/subdiffusive movement independently of CXCR4 inhibition (Figure 3c ). This is an efficient environment-sampling strategy 17 and suggests that AML cells do not rely uniquely on CXCR4 signaling to interact with the BM microenvironment. This trait is not common to all leukemia types, because seeding T-ALL blasts had a less marked downward slope following AMD3100 administration ( Figure 3c ) and chemoresistant T-ALL blasts uniquely shifted to a super-diffusive movement when exposed to AMD3100 (Figure 3c ). This suggests that signals allowing retention and interaction with the BM microenvironment were lost by chemoresistant T-ALL cells upon AMD3100 treatment. We therefore hypothesized that CXCL12 is key to the migratory behavior of T-ALL, whereas AML relies on additional factors and a more complex crosstalk with the BM microenvironment. To test this, we performed Gene Set Enrichment Analysis of RNAseq data from AML and T-ALL cells. 18 This showed that genes involved in chemokine signaling pathways and chemotaxis are enriched in AML cells compared to T-ALL cells (Figure 3d, Supplementary tables 1-4) . Together, track analyses and transcriptomic data suggest that redundancy in chemokine signals might be a feature of AML cell migration, interaction with the BM microenvironment and survival. Consistent with this, we observed minimal AML cell death or reduction in AML cell cluster sizes after AMD3100 treatment ( 
DISCUSSION
Here, we show that cell motility is a characteristic feature of both AML and T-ALL. However, in contrast to T-ALL, chemoresistant AML cells are less migratory suggesting that they are more engaged with the BM microenvironment. Furthermore, CXCR4 regulates BM retention of both leukemias, but is redundant in fine-tuning leukemiasupporting interactions between parenchymal AML cells and the BM microenvironment. In contrast, T-ALL cells depend on CXCR4 to interact with and survive within the BM parenchyma. The latter observation is consistent with previous reports 8, 19 suggesting that CXCR4 inhibition is a promising avenue for improving T-ALL treatments. In contrast, our study highlights AML is a more complex disease, able to establish dynamic and redundant interactions with the BM microenvironment, with additional chemokine-driven pathways likely balancing loss of CXCR4 signaling in parenchymal, nonmobilized AML cells (Supplementary figure  4) . Candidates that may be involved in the regulation of AML cell behavior include the receptors CCR1 and CCR2, which are enriched in AML cells (Supplementary tables 1-4) . These receptors are also expressed by primary human AML cells 20 and bind several chemokines, including the strong monocyte chemoattractant CCL2. Furthermore, AML cells themselves express high levels of chemokines 21 (Supplementary tables 1-4) that may constitute a stimulus for cell migration during disease expansion (positive feedback). Altogether, the poor response to CXCR4 antagonism in AML is consistent with disappointing results from clinical studies and uncertainty about the group of patients that would benefit from this treatment strategy. 13 While it has been proposed that stronger inhibitors than AMD3100 may improve treatment outcome, 22, 23 our study suggests that the limited effectiveness of CXCR4 antagonists in AML might be partially explained by its mode of action being limited to blast mobilization, while lacking an effect on the behavior of parenchymal AML. This is consistent with the unsatisfactory results obtained by combining CXCR4 inhibition with further mobilization through G-CSF. 24 Future studies should investigate factors other than CXCR4 that regulate AML cell migration and/or survival in vivo and whether additional interventions may complement chemotherapy and CXCR4 inhibition.
METHODS
The AML and T-ALL experimental models were as described. 5, 14 Chemotherapy was administered as described. 5, 25 To inhibit CXCR4, mice were i.v. injected with 4 mg kg À1 AMD3100 octahydrochloride hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). Intravital microscopy and image analysis were performed as described. 5 Data, including track mean speed and cell coordinates, were exported from Imaris (Bitplane, Z€ urich, Switzerland) for further analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) and Python. Further details for all experimental procedures are available as supplementary information, including details of the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis and mathematical analysis. We thank D Keller, S Rothery (Imperial College FILM facility), and N Sergent (Carl Zeiss) for support with microscopy; S Piperelis, E Ibarguen, W Steel, H Goyal, and C Godfrey (Imperial College CBS facility) for logistical help; J Srivastava, C Simpson, and J Rowley for support from the flow cytometry facility; and T Luis (Imperial College London) for the critical reading of the manuscript.
